
 



 

SITARGANJ (U.S.NAGAR) 

CLASS- 6TH (A) 

  SUMMER HOLIDAY  WORK -2020-21 

 HINDI R &G WORK- 

  



 

 



 

 



 

SST. WORK- 

Q1.  How many states in India ? Write states and capital names. 

Q2. Draw a diagram of solar system on chart and write about it. 

GK WORK - 

Q1. Write 50 questions of Gk like current affairs day to day and learn it mast and also try to pay 

attention what is happening in our country in one month and write questions about that. 



Drawing  work- 

(a). Make  a pen pencil  holder or a magazine book holder with the help of plastic bottle or cartoon box.  

(b). Draw  sceneries  including- 

(¡). Railway track 

(¡¡). Trees 

(¡¡¡). Industries 

(¡v). Windmill 

Computer Work- 

(1).Using  scrapbook, make a project on any one topic given below – 

(a ). Types of Software. 

(b). Evolution of Computer. 

(c ). Uses of Internet. 

(2).Prepare  chapter 1&2 for unit test. 

Science Work- 

CHAPTER -1     FOOD 

FILL IN THE BLANKS- 

1. The sweet juice of flower is called_______________________. 

2. The eatable parts of plants are called _______________ parts. 

3. We got oil from the _____________ of mustard plant. 

4. The main sources  of our food are _____________ and _______________ . 

NAME THE FOLLOWING – 

1. Two herbivores    _____________     _____________ 

2. Two carnivores     _____________     _____________  

3. Two omnivores     _____________      _____________ 

4. Two food items we get from animals  ____________   __________ 

5. Two leafy vegetables ___________    ____________ 



6. Two plants whose stem is edible  __________   __________ 

7. Two plants whose root is edible  __________   __________ 

  TRUE OR FALSE – 

1. Human beings and bears are omnivores . ___________ 

2. All plants are edible . ___________ 

3. Some  ingredients are common for different  food items . ___________ 

 EXTRA QUESTIONS – 

 1 .  Describe how can we make sprouted seeds ? (5 m) 

 2 . How is honey producted ? (2 m) 

3 . Name any two plants which have two or more edible parts .( 2 m) 

4 . What are the main sources of food ? Name some food  items from these sources (2 m) 

5 . Name any five milk products . (2 m) 

DEFINE THE FOLLOWING – 

1. Herbivores     2. Carnivores     3. Omnivores       4. Edible parts 

DISTINGUISH BETWEEN - 

Herbivores   , carnivores and omnivores 

CHAPTER -2  COMPONENTS OF FOOD 

FILL IN THE BLANKS – 

 1.  The main carbohydrates found in our food are in the form of ________ and _______ . 

2. Carbohydrates and fats provide ____________ to our body . 

3. Foods containing carbohydrates and fats are also called ______________ giving  foods . 

4. Foods containing proteins are often called ___________ foods . 

5. Vitamin _________ gets easily destroyed by heat during cooking . 

6. Over eating fat rich food lead to ___________ . 

7.  Deficiency diseases can be prevented by taking a  _________ diet . 



8. _________ help in protecting our body against diseases . 

NAME THE FOLLOWING – 

1. Two sourse of carbohydrates . _________    ___________  . 

2. . Two sourse of fat ___________     _______________ . 

3. . Two sourse of protein ___________    ___________ . 

4. . Two sourse of  vitamin C __________   ___________ . 

5. Disease caused due to deficiency of iron __________   _________ . 

6. Disease caused due to deficiency of vitamin C _________   _________ . 

7. Disease caused due to deficiency of  iodine __________   __________ . 

TRUE OR FALSE – 

1. Dietary fibers are also known as roughage .    ____________  

2. Minerals are needed by our body in large quantity . _________ 

3. Our body prepares vitamin D in presence of sunlight .  _________ 

DEFINE THE FOLLOWING – 

1. Nutrients    2. Balanced diet     3. Deficiency diseases 

DISTINGUISH BETWEEN – 

Proteins and Fats 

EXTRA QUESTIONS – 

1. Write the three groups of food and give examples  (2 m) 

2. Write the test to show the presence of protein in any food item  (5 m) 

3.  Write the test to show the presence of starch in any food item  ( 2 m) 

SCIENCE ASSIGNMENT SORTING OF MATERIALS 

1.  What do you mean by classification of materials  ? 

2. What is the basis of classification of materials  ? 



3. Classify the following objects as living or non living objects : 

Ball pen , child , rabbit , chair and sparrow 

4. What is meant by hard & soft materials ? Give two examples of each . 

5. a). Name two solid materials which are soluble in water. 

    b). Name two solid materials which are insoluble in water. 

6. Name two gases which dissolve in water to some extent . 

7. What is importance of oxygen dissolved in water ? 

8. Name one liquid which is miscible with water & one  which is immiscrible  with water . 

9. Name two material which are lighter  than water & two which are heavier than water . 

10. Name two material which float on the surface of water & two which sink in water . 

11. How are materials classified on the basis of transparency ? Give two examples of each . 

12. Pick the odd one out & give reasons for your answer : 

a). Groundnut oil, Cardboard , air , water 

b). Groundnut oil , sugar , sand , petrol 

c). Aluminium , copper , gold , chalk 

d). Iron , diamond , sponge , wax 

13. Name the property in which cotton & brick  differ from each other . 

14. What do you mean by  lustre ? 

15. Name two materials which are non – lustrous . 

 

ENGLISH  READER & GRAMMER – 

1. Learn and write  questions answers of first chapter ‘Why did Patrick’s homework ? ‘ 

2. How to reduse corona virus from our country ? express your views about it . 

 



 

ENGLISH GRAMMER WORK - 

 

 

 



MATH WORK – 

 

 



 

 

 



Important Notice - Revise whatever is done in the online classes and prepare for the test . 

 Complete your work in neat and clean handwriting . 

Enjoy your summer vacation at home. 

****Stay home be safe**** 

 

                                                                                                    CLASS TEACHER 

                                                                                                     AARTI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

  


